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MY MY ` 

 

EFT Script – Anger, Frustration & Resentment 

Topic:  What Someone Said to You 
Instructions - Close your eyes and tune into a time when someone said something to you that was deeply hurtful, painful, 
persecuting, judgmental, accusing, unloving, or just plain mean. Take a deep breath in and bring up all of the feelings around 
those words and the emotions that came forward as a result… and repeat these words while you tap… 
 

Over the Heart: 
There was a time… when someone said something to me… that was deeply hurtful… and I didn’t know what to say…  
or how to respond… I just packed the feelings away… and tried to move past them… I was truly upset… and surprised…  
that they could say this to me… I am willing to forgive myself… for not knowing how to respond… I forgive myself completely.  
 

Other Side of Chest: 
There was a time… when I heard those words… and they were deeply painful… and the words stayed with me…  
for way too long… I am ready to release them … once and for all… I have carried them long enough…I want to let them go…  
I have no desire to keep them… Thank You God… for taking them from me… and replacing them with Your love and peace. 
 

Center of the Chest: 
I want peace instead of anger…. I want to feel happy instead of resentful… I am willing to release these feelings…  
and all the blame… once and for all… I want to be free of this… I choose peace instead of this… and joy instead of pain. 
 

Top of the Head: 
If there is any place in me… where I am resistant… I want to let this go… even if I don’t know how…  
Thank You God… for taking this from me… and for replacing all of these feelings… with Your love and peace….  
 

Eyebrow Point: 
I release all the hurt… all the pain… all the anger… and all the resentment…I want peace instead of this…   
I turn this situation over… and dedicate it to peace… I am determined to see this person differently… 
I choose to see the light in them… even if I don’t know how… and I ask for Your Vision to see what You see within them… 
 

Side of the Eye: 
I release all the roots and all the causes of this anger… I want to see this differently… I will make room for healing to occur… 
I release all the roots and all the causes of my resentment…I want peace instead of resentment…& happiness instead of pain. 
 

Under the Eye: 
I am free of the past… Words cannot harm me… There is no power outside of me… All power is within me…   
I have everything I need… to move forward in peace… My Inner Guide cannot fail… I choose peace above all else… 
 

Instructions - Take a long deep cleansing breath and let yourself feel the relief. Imagine the sensation of Divine Light flooding 
your body, filling in all the places where the anger used to be. Take another deep calming breath and anchor that feeling. 
Next, turn inward and tune into the first time someone said something to you that was deeply hurtful, painful, persecuting, 
judgmental, accusing, labeling, unloving, or just unkind. Go back as far as you can remember. Take a deep breath in and 
bring up all of the feelings and emotions that came forward as a result… and repeat these words while you tap… 
 

Over the Heart: 
There was a time… when someone said something to me… that was deeply hurtful… I didn’t know what to say…  
or how to respond… I just packed the feelings away… and tried to move past them… I was truly upset… and surprised…  
maybe even shocked… that they could say this to me… I am willing to forgive myself… for not knowing how to respond…  
I am willing to forgive them…& see the light of Christ within them, regardless of their words, their actions or their behaviors… 
 

Other Side of Chest: 
There was a time… when I heard those words… and they were deeply hurtful… and even startling…and I didn’t know how to 
respond … I have no desire to hold onto this… for any reason… Thank You God… for taking this from me… and for replacing 
this with Your love… Your gentleness… and Your peace… I did the best I knew how… I want peace instead of this. 
 

Center of the Chest: 
I release all the anger… all the hurt… all the frustration and resentment… for every time this happened… every time 
someone said something that hurt… or felt painful… or unloving… I release the past… and choose only love for myself…  
I am willing to be surrounded by people who love me… who see the best in me… and want only happiness for me… 
Thank You God…for teaching me how to walk in Your love…and feel the serenity of Your peace…   
 

Karate Chop Point 
I am as God created me… I am not my past… I am not my painful experiences… I am entitled to the love of others…  
I am worthy of peace… and happiness… and abundance… I am determined to see everyone differently… and see them  
as capable of being a loving presence in my life… I want to see the light in every person… and also in myself… even if I  
can’t see it… I choose to see it anyway… In the presence of light… there is no darkness… I choose only love for myself.  
 

Instructions - Take a long deep cleansing breath and let yourself feel the relief. Allow Divine Light to flow down and through 
your body – just like a waterfall, filling in all the places where the anger used to be. Take in another deep calming breath and 
anchor that feeling. Now, let it amplify and expand… giving yourself room to feel the peace… breathe in the peace…  
Finish with a final deep breath of gratitude, as you acknowledge that Holy Spirit can take it from here… You are free of this. 

 


